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The Essence of Revenge. D R . E. WESTKRMARCK. Mind, July,
1898.
Dr. E. Westermarck opens this article by a sharp criticism of Dr.
Steinmetz's theory that revenge is essentially a 'mode of enhancing the
self-feeling, and in its earliest form is undirected, falling upon any
convenient victim rather than the real aggressor. He points out that
the instances of undirected revenge adduced by Steinmetz are irrele-
vant or tend the other way, and he thinks that the so-called instance of
undirected revenge is merely either ' ' sudden anger or it is the outburst
of a wounded ' self-feeling,' which, when not directed against its proper
object, can afford only an inadequate consolation to a revengeful
man." We may observe on this matter that an oriental despot in mas-
sacring a host of non-aggressors merely to enhance his power and dig-
nity is plainly not moved by revenge. However, the running amuck
by a Malay, or the assassination of an innocent Empress by an anarch-
ist, may be generally directed revenge and misdirected, but not undi-
rected revenge. Certainly Dr. Westermarck's contention seems sound,
namely, that revenge is not at first undiscriminating, not a purely sub-
jective exaltation of selfhood which bears no definite action and feel-
ing toward aggressor as such. To our modern individualism much
savage revenge must appear undiscriminating when it really is di-
rected to what it judges collective responsibility.
After remarking on cases of revenge among animals which indi-
cate discrimination, and then touching on the close connection of anger
and revenge, Dr. Westermarck briefly indicates the function of re-
venge in self-conservation and self-furtherance. It would, of course,
require a volume to treat properly the natural history of revenge, its
culmination as life factor, and its decadence in its primitive forms in
the highest civilization. The duel is survival form, and I think the
admiration shown for a murderer by many women in civilization
probably is survival of the ancient savage feminine admiration of
the most successful head-hunter. On the other hand, Britain's venge-
f ulness protects her citizens in all parts of the world, and k Revenge
the M?jne!' was lately the war-cry of a great nation. Dr. Wester-
marck agrees with Dr. Steinmetz that strict equivalence is not a gen-
eral law of revenge. He instances Hannibal slaying 3,000 captives
in revenge for the death of his grandfather, but I doubt that Hannibal
would acknowledge injustice. Revenge gets even from its own point
of view. Dr. Westermarck distinguishes equivalence as qualitative
and quantitative, and ascribes qualitative—' the paying back in his
own coin'—mainly to ' wounded pride,' but maintains that quantita-
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tive is determined by public opinion. " I f the offender is one with
whose feelings men naturally sympathize this sympathy will keep the
desire to see him punished within certain limits, and if they sympa-
thize equally with the suffering of the offender and with that of his
victim they will demand a punishment only equal to the offense.
This demand, in combination with the rough ideas natural to an un-
cultured mind that offense and punishment are to be measured by
their external aspects, lies at the foundation of the strict rule of
equivalence, which is thus an expression, not of an unrestrained bar-
barism, but of advancement in humanity and civilization. If this
explanation be the correct one the rule in question must have been
originally restricted to offenses committed by fellow-tribesmen, as
public opinion could not otherwise have been an impartial judge."
However, is it not the natural tendency of revenge to hurt the other as
bad in the same kind ? And does not the regulation of revenge pro-
ceed mainly from caution, both of the revenger, who fears counter re-
prisal, and of his kin and friends, •who have to undertake any revenge
for him ? No one but an absolute despot can afford to retaliate every
aggression with death. In savage life an individual who always sets
out on death-dealing revenge would get short shrift himself; and thus
natural selection weeds out both the over-revengeful and the under-
revengeful, and establishes a tit-for-tat, which comes to be natural jus-
tice, as the simplest law of socialization. Dr. Westermarck inti
mates and asserts that sympathy of companions as regulating re-
venge moulds moral consciousness, but he does not develop with any
clearness or fullness a most interesting point which lies out of the
direct scope of his paper. Certainly, a simpler solution of the duty-
consciousness lies in the revenge become not merely impulsive, but
compulsive, at urging of wife, children and relatives, a duty to be
done.
With some remarks on intention in revenge and on the compara-
tive method of study, Dr. Westermarck closes a paper which certainly
advances our knowledge of the subject, but which on some points is
more suggestive than conclusive. •
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An Introductory Logic. JAMES EDWIN CREIGHTON. New York,
The Macmillan Company. 1898. Pp. vii+387.
In this volume Professor Creighton has presented very clearly the
essentials of the traditional logic, which at the same time he has sup-
plemented with an admirable statement of the salient features of the
